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f the elasticity of cellulose
nanofiber nanocomposites and nanopapers:
a micromechanical approach

F. Martöıa,abcde P. J. J. Dumont,†*abc L. Orgéas,de M. N. Belgacemabc

and J.-L. Putauxfg

Cellulose nanofibrils (NFCs) are slender nanoparticles with outstanding mechanical properties that are used

to enhance the mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites and to fabricate dense and transparent

nanopapers. However, the reinforcing effect of these nanoparticles is not as efficient for the elastic

properties as expected from the classical models for polymer composites or fibrous materials. In this

study, nanocomposite films made of TEMPO-oxidized NFCs and polyethylene oxide (PEO) were prepared

by varying the NFC content over a wide range. The structural properties of these materials were

characterized using AFM, TEM, SEM-FEG and XRD. These techniques showed that NFC nanocomposite

films and nanopapers consisted of dense networks of tortuous NFCs with planar and random orientations.

DMA experiments also revealed that the cohesive bonds between NFCs greatly contributed to the overall

elastic response of these nanocomposites, even for low NFC contents. Based on these observations, we

report an original multiscale network model that describes the elastic properties of NFC nanocomposites

and nanopapers where the governing deformation mechanisms occurred at the numerous bonds

between NFCs and in the NFC kinked regions, whereas the crystalline NFC regions were considered to be

rigid bodies. This approach led to the formulation of an analytical expression for the stiffness tensors of

NFC nanocomposites and nanopapers and revealed the effects of the network structure on their

mechanical responses. The model predictions were satisfactory over the range of investigated NFC

contents. In particular, this model showed the predominant role of the amorphous regions on the elastic

response, whereas the contribution of the NFC–NFC bonds became significant at high NFC contents.
1 Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites1–6 reinforced with cellulose nano-
brils (NFCs) as well as dense and transparent NFC nano-
papers7–10 have received considerable attention over the last ten
years. One of the main reasons for the growing interest in
utilizing NFCs as reinforcing nanoparticles in composites stems
from the possibility of exploiting both their outstanding
intrinsic mechanical properties and their pronounced slender-
ness (100 < l/d < 500). These emerging biobased nanomaterials,
oen produced in the form of lms, have great potential in
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a wide variety of applications, such as electronics8,11,12 and
packaging.10,13,14

NFCs are renewable semicrystalline nanobers that are the
main reinforcing constituents of plant cell walls.15 They are
commonly isolated from cellulosic bers using a combination
of chemical andmechanical treatments.2,16 Themost commonly
used pre-treatment to obtain suspensions of well-individualized
NFCs is TEMPO-mediated oxidation of cellulose bers.17,18 This
pre-treatment preserves the crystalline structure of cellulose
and introduces negatively charged carboxyl groups on the bril
surface, resulting in homogeneous and electrostatically stabi-
lized aqueous colloidal suspensions.17–19 The resulting NFC
suspensions usually contain a very large amount of slender
individualized nanobrils with a mean diameter that ranges
between 3 and 5 nm and a mean length that ranges between 1
and 1.5 mm.

When they are well-dispersed in polymer matrices, NFCs
provide a considerable reinforcing effect, even at very low
volume fractions.1,20,21 In general, NFC-reinforced polymers
exhibit a drastic increase in both their elastic and plastic
properties.1,3 This reinforcing effect is oen preserved up to 500
K, i.e., the temperature at which cellulose decomposes.1,22 This
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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peculiar thermo-mechanical behavior is inherent to nano-
composites that are reinforced with slender cellulosic nano-
bers and is usually attributed to the presence of a continuous
and rigid network of NFCs connected through cohesive
hydrogen bonds.1,22,23

In general, the elastic properties of NFC nanocomposites
and nanopapers increase linearly with the NFC volume fraction
f.3,24,25,26 Surprisingly, the elastic moduli of these materials are
systematically lower than the theoretical predictions of most of
the classical micromechanical models that were developed for
ber-reinforced polymer composites, papers or non-woven
fabrics.3,25,27,28 For example, Josefsson et al.28 reported that
various analytical micromechanical models, namely, classical
laminate theory,29 and the Tsai–Pagano,30 Cox31 and Krenchel32

models, failed to predict the macroscale elastic properties of
nanopapers. Using these models to estimate the NFC elastic
moduli led to values that were much lower than those
commonly reported in the literature.33,34 Several factors could
explain this discrepancy.

First, the dispersion of NFCs in polymer matrices has to be
considered. Obtaining homogeneous dispersions of NFCs
within polymer matrices is challenging and is the subject of
intense research.1,2 When introduced into non-polar media,
NFCs exhibit a strong tendency for self-association due to the
omnipresence of polar groups at their surface, namely hydroxyl
(–OH) and carboxylates groups (–COO�).1,2,26 This effect is not
taken into account in the previously mentioned models. The
dispersion of NFCs in host polymers can be improved either by
surface chemical modication of NFCs35,36 or by using a surfac-
tant compatibilizer.37 Despite signicant improvements made
over the last few years, the most straightforward processing
route to obtain homogeneous nanocomposites with a well-
dispersed ller and high mechanical performances consists in
using aqueous polymer dispersions and solutions.20–22,24 This
processing route generally enables the individualization of
NFCs to be preserved. However, even using such favorable
processing conditions, the resulting nanomaterials systemati-
cally exhibit lower mechanical performances compared with the
predictions of the classical micromechanical models.24

In addition, NFC nanostructure descriptions have to be
improved in analytical estimates. Observing the microstructures
of nanocomposites and nanopapers is difficult. They are oen
characterized in 2D using AFM, SEM-FEG and TEM.20,38,39,40 The
overall orientation of NFCs can also be assessed using X-ray
diffraction.41 NFC networks in nanocomposite lms or nano-
papers are usually dense, layered and highly connected brous
nanostructures38,41 with pronounced planar NFC orientations. In
addition, TEMPO-oxidized NFCs are wavy semi-crystalline
nanobers that display both straight segments and so-called
kinks.19,42,43 These two features are not taken into account in
the previously mentioned models. Contrary to many classical
micrometric brous systems, such as papers or non-woven
fabrics,44–46 it is very difficult to characterize and thus model
the placements and orientations of NFCs in their networks as
well as their connectivity, which is known to have an important
role in the mechanical response of these materials. For other
micrometric or nanometric brous systems where proper 3D
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
images of the brous architectures are not available, analytical
or numerical structure generators were developed to estimate
the previously mentioned suitable descriptors.27,47–51 For NFC-
based materials, Kulachenko et al.27 recently used a numerical
generation procedure to evaluate the mechanical behavior of
NFC nanopapers. However, the authors did not provide compact
analytical descriptors to describe the brous nanostructures.
More recently, we proposed43 a semi-analytical model dedicated
to NFC suspensions in which several nanoscale constitutive
parameters, such as the connectivity, bonding area and the
distance between the center of mass of interacting NFCs, were
identied using realistic elementary volumes of the brous NFC
nanostructures that were numerically generated.

Finally, the deformation mechanisms at the NFC scale are
questionable. There is a lack of experimental data on the
mechanical behavior of NFCs and the nature of the nanoscale
forces transmitted between bonded NFCs and between NFCs
and the surrounding polymer matrix (in the case of nano-
composites). However, several studies have provided useful
information from direct or indirect experimental methods on
the elastic modulus of several bundles of nanobrils33 using an
AFM and nanoscale three-point bending tests. For proper
testing conditions, the measured Young's moduli of NFC
bundles were close to 90 GPa. In comparison with the Young's
moduli reported in other studies52,53 for crystalline cellulose,
which ranged between 120 and 150 GPa, this lower value was
attributed both to the bundle architecture of the sample and to
the presence of amorphous regions. Using a similar experi-
mental setup, Iwamoto et al.34 reported a value of 145 GPa for
the elastic modulus of single and highly crystalline TEMPO-
oxidized brils that were extracted from tunicate. Few experi-
mental studies assessed the stress transfer mechanisms.
Recently, Raman spectroscopy was employed to measure the
strain of NFCs at the molecular level in deformed nano-
composites and nanopapers.54,55 For polylactic acid (PLA)
nanocomposites reinforced with TEMPO-oxidized NFCs (f z
0.1, 0.17 and 0.2), Bulota et al.54 showed that, during tensile
deformation, in the elastic regime, the nanoscale deformation
of NFCs weakly depended on the NFC content f and was close to
the deformation exhibited in nanopapers prepared with the
same NFCs. This interesting experimental result suggests that,
for a wide range of NFC contents, the mechanics of NFC
networks in polymer matrices is weakly affected by the presence
of the matrix. In addition, Kulachenko et al.27 brought addi-
tional information on the elastic properties of nanopapers
using ne-scale numerical simulations. In particular, this study
showed the major inuence of the elastic deformations of both
the NFC amorphous kinks and NFC bonds on the Young's
modulus of nanopapers. However, this numerical model was
not associated with any multiscale analytical framework.

In this context, the objective of this study is to develop from an
experimental database, an analytical multiscale model for the
prediction of the elastic properties of NFC-reinforced nano-
composites and nanopapers. Themodel takes into account (i) the
tortuosity of TEMPO-oxidized NFCs and (ii) the spatially hetero-
geneous mechanical properties related to the semicrystalline
regions and kinks of these particles. The model also takes into
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271 | 47259
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account (iii) the complexity of the networks formed by NFCs and
(iv) their associated deformationmechanisms. To establish some
of the model assumptions and to validate its predictions, we rst
processed TEMPO-oxidized NFCs and then used them to prepare
nanocomposites and nanopapers. To obtain homogeneous
nanocomposites with well-dispersed NFCs we used a water-
soluble polyethylene oxide (PEO) matrix which has high
physico-chemical affinity with cellulose. From the analysis of
TEM and AFM images and XRD patterns of NFCs and NFC-
reinforced nanocomposites, realistic elementary volumes of the
brous nanostructures were numerically generated. Several
microstructural descriptors, such as the mean number of
contacts per nanober, were determined. Combining these data
with the numerical and experimental data available from the
literature, relevant deformation mechanisms were assumed.
Finally, the nanoscale mechanics was upscaled using a rigorous
theoretical framework, namely, the homogenization with
multiple scale asymptotic expansions for discrete structures,
leading to an analytical expression for the stiffness tensors of
NFC nanocomposites and nanopapers. This model provides
insights into the origins of the low elastic properties of NFC
nanocomposites and nanopapers.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Extraction of NFCs

TEMPO-oxidized NFC suspensions (1 wt%) were prepared from
a commercial eucalyptus bleached kra pulp (Celbi, Portugal)
using the extraction procedure already reported by Martöıa
et al.56 The as-prepared NFC suspensions were at pH 8.

2.2 Nanocomposite processing

Polyethylene oxide (PEO) with a viscosity average molecular
weight Mv of 1 000 000 (Sigma Aldrich, France) was rst dis-
solved in deionized water to obtain a 1 wt% solution. Then,
various amounts of NFC suspensions were added into the PEO
solutions to prepare PEO/NFC mixtures containing 0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 wt% of NFCs. The mixtures
were homogenized (IKA T5, digital Ultra-Turrax) at 5000 rpm for
30 s and then placed in ultrasonic baths for 5 min to remove the
air bubbles entrapped in the mixtures. Nanocomposite lms
were obtained by casting the mixtures in circular Teon molds
with 150 mm diameters and drying under a fume hood at room
temperature (T z 20 �C).

The mean thickness of the lms e z 15�20 mm was
measured using a digital paper micrometer, and the basic
weightW was determined by measuring the weight of 70 mm �
60 mm rectangular specimens of lms. The volume fractions of
NFC f was calculated using the lm density r ¼ W/e and the
NFC mass fraction of each constituent x, i.e., f ¼ xr/rNFC, with
rNFC ¼ 1500 kg m�3.57

2.3 Microstructure characterization

The surface of the nanocomposite lms was observed using
a Nanoscope III AFM (Veeco, Canada) operating in tapping
mode with an OTESPA silicon cantilever (Bruker, USA) at
47260 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271
different locations over scanning regions of 3 mm � 3 mm and
1.1 mm � 1.1 mm.

The microstructure of the nanocomposite lms was
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Some lms
were fractured aer freezing in liquid nitrogen and surface-
coated with a thin (2–3 nm) layer of Au/Pd. Secondary electron
images of the lm cross section were recorded in high vacuum
using a Zeiss Ultra 55 microscope equipped with a eld emis-
sion gun (FEG) and operating at 2 kV. Other lms were
embedded in Epon resin and the resulting blocks were surfaced
with a diamond knife in a Leica Ultracut UC6 ultramicrotome in
order to visualize the cross-section of the lms. The blocks were
observed in a low pressure of air (40 Pa) with a FEI Quanta-FEG
250 microscope operating at 3 kV.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to char-
acterize the NFC morphology. Droplets of a dilute (0.001 wt%)
NFC suspensions were deposited onto glow-discharged carbon-
coated copper grids and the specimens were negatively stained
with 2% uranyl acetate. Ultrathin (50–70 nm) cross-sections of
Epon-embedded strips of NFC lms were cut at room temper-
ature using a Leica Ultracut UC6 ultramicrotome and collected
on carbon-coated TEM grids. All specimens were observed in
a Philips CM200 microscope operating at 80 kV and the images
were recorded on Kodak SO163 lms.

The nanobril orientation in the lms was assessed by X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Strips of cellulose lms were xed on a 0.2
mm collimator in such a way that they were oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the X-ray beam. The specimens were X-rayed in
transmission mode in a vacuum chamber with a Ni-ltered
CuKa radiation (l ¼ 0.1542 nm), using a Philips PW3830
generator operating at 30 kV and 20 mA. Two-dimensional
diffraction patterns were recorded on Fujilm imaging plates,
read with a Fujilm BAS-1800II bioimaging analyzer.
2.4 Mechanical characterization

Uniaxial tensile tests were performed on rectangular specimens
(mean width z4 mm and mean initial length l0 z 40 mm) at
a constant strain-rate _3 ¼ 0.01 s�1 using an electromechanical
testing machine (Instron 5960, France) equipped with a force
sensor of 50 N. Before testing, nanocomposite lms were stored
for at least 1 day under controlled conditions: T¼ 25 �C and 56%
relative humidity (r.h.). Thermomechanical measurements were
conducted using a DMA (TA Instruments RSA3, USA) in tensile
mode. The tests were performed at a constant frequency of 1 Hz
and with a strain amplitude of 0.05% on rectangular specimens
(mean widthz4 mm andmean initial length l0o z 10 mm). The
samples were heated from 300 to 450 K at 5 K min�1.
3 Experimental results
3.1 Morphology of the processed NFCs

In a previous study43,56 we showed that the processed TEMPO-
oxidized NFC suspensions were stable and unocculated at
high pH and low ionic strength. In these colloidal systems, the
stability is ensured by the presence of a high content of
carboxylate groups [–COO�] in the order of 1.45 mmol g�1
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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introduced at the surface of NFCs during TEMPO-mediated
oxidation.56 We also showed using optical microscopy that the
processed TEMPO-oxidized NFC suspensions did not exhibit
pronounced birefringent textures.43 The AFM and TEM micro-
graphs in Fig. 1 revealed that the individualized nanobers were
randomly deposited onto the surface of the substrate aer
drying. The nanobers did not self-assemble into well-ordered
domains in water suspension or during drying. This was likely
due to their very high aspect ratio and their tortuous shape with
kinks.

The determination of the morphological characteristics of
NFCs is the subject of intense research.42 Here, several
descriptors of the NFC geometry were estimated from TEM
micrographs, as shown in Fig. 1b. We measured a mean NFC
diameter d of approximately 4 nm and a mean NFC length l of
approximately 1200 nm (based on the measurement of 100 and
15 NFCs, respectively), i.e., a mean NFC aspect ratio r ¼ l/d z
300. It is worth noting that these dimensions were on the same
order of magnitude as those reported by Usov et al.42 using AFM
and TEM images from TEMPO-oxidized NFCs extracted from
wood bers. In addition, Fig. 1b shows that TEMPO-oxidized
brils were tortuous and consisted of an assembly of approxi-
mately nseg ¼ 7 slender straight segments with a mean length of
lseg � 171 nm interspersed with kinks with a mean length of la
Fig. 1 AFM (a) and TEM (b) micrographs of TEMPO-oxidized NFCs
after drying 0.01 wt% and 0.001 wt% suspensions, respectively. In (b),
the NFCs were negatively stained.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
z d. The mean misorientation angle qseg between each
consecutive segment of an individual NFC was close to p/8
rad.43
3.2 Microstructure of NFC-reinforced nanocomposites and
nanopapers

The AFM and SEM micrographs of the processed nano-
composites showed that the nanobers were homogenously
distributed in the PEO matrix (Fig. 2). Indeed, neither NFC
aggregates nor sedimentation of the brous reinforcement were
observed. In addition, the AFM micrographs of the surface of
NFC-reinforced nanocomposites (Fig. 2a) and nanopapers
(Fig. 3a) revealed that NFCs were entangled at the nanoscale.
This was conrmed by the TEM image of an ultrathin cross-
section of a nanopaper shown in Fig. 3d. The section briey
oated on water aer ultramicrotomy, resulting in a partial
disruption and swelling of the nanopaper fragment. Although the
image is thus not strictly that of the multilayered organization, it
is a good illustration of the dense network of highly connected
NFCs. However, even using high-resolution imaging techniques,
the observations of the brillar architecture and the presence of
pores in the bulk of the materials still remains challenging.
Fig. 2 (a) AFMmicrograph of the surface of a nanocomposite film (f¼
0.14); (b) SEM-FEG image of the cross-section of a fractured nano-
composite film (f ¼ 0.31).

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271 | 47261



Fig. 3 (a) AFM micrograph of the surface of a TEMPO-oxidized NFC
nanopaper. (b and c) SEM-FEG images of the cross-sections of
a TEMPO-oxidized NFC nanopaper. In (b), the cross-section of
a residual fiber can be seen. The few cracks in the film were likely
induced by the cutting blade. (d) TEM micrograph of the ultrathin
transverse section of the NFC nanopaper. During flotation of the
ultrathin section on water, the film swelled to some extent and the
multilayered organization was disrupted, revealing the intricate
network of NFCs.

47262 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271
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The overall orientation of the nanobrils in the PEO/NFC
nanocomposites with varying NFC contents (0.11 # f # 0.93)
was evaluated by XRD diffraction (Fig. 4).41 When the lms were
oriented perpendicular to the X-ray beam (le column in Fig. 4),
most two-dimensional diffraction patterns were of powder
nature, exhibiting a series of concentric rings. For f ¼ 0.11, as
expected, the pattern of PEO was dominant, characterized by
two main strong diffraction rings, which showed that the PEO
matrix was semicrystalline.58,59 With increasing f, the contri-
bution of PEO in the pattern decreased and above f ¼ 0.8, the
pattern of cellulose was recognized. At f ¼ 0.8, the PEO rings
disappeared and the background intensity signicantly
increased. This suggests that the crystallization of PEO was
somehow hindered by the large fraction of NFCs and affected by
the constrained environment. At f ¼ 0.93, the pattern is then
typical of allomorph Ib, characteristic of native wood
cellulose, which exhibits ve main diffraction rings corre-
sponding to (1�10), (110), (102), and (200) and (004) planes of the
crystal.60 The rings in the pattern at f ¼ 0.93 were not strictly
homogeneous, which indicates that some weak orientation of
the NFCs existed in the region probed by the X-ray beam.
However, for all patterns, we considered that the NFCs were
randomly oriented within the plane of the lm.

When the lms were oriented parallel to the X-ray beam (right
column in Fig. 4), the patterns were of ber nature, exhibiting
distributions of more or less extended arcs. For f ¼ 0.11 and
0.33, the PEO rings exhibited only a weak anisotropy, indicating
that the crystallites were mostly randomly oriented in the lm.
For f ¼ 0.33, the arcs corresponding to cellulose started to be
visible with a higher intensity along the equator of the pattern.
This anisotropic pattern was even clearer at higher NFC
contents. For f¼ 0.93, the 1�10, 110, and 200 arcs were equatorial
while the 004 reection was meridional. Considering that the
cellulose chains were parallel to the long axis of the NFCs as well
as the c-axis of the unit cell, these ber diffraction patterns
conrm that most NFC were oriented in-plane in the lm.41 This
is consistent with the layered texture which was observed in the
SEM-FEG micrographs in Fig. 2b, 3b and 3c. The slight out-of-
plane orientation (revealed by the arcing of the reections)
could be related to the presence of the few remaining partially
disintegrated bers, such as the one that was visible in the image
of Fig. 3b, that distorted the planar organization in their vicinity.

Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, in the following, we
considered that NFC nanopapers and nanocomposites could be
regarded as mostly planar brous microstructures.
3.3 Mechanical properties

Fig. 5a shows that the elastic modulus E of the fabricated
nanocomposites increased linearly with increasing nanober
content f. The variation of E with f was nicely tted using Cox's
model for planar brous structures with random orientations,
i.e., with ECOX¼ fENFC/3.31 However, this result was obtained for
a irrealistic low value of the NFC Young's modulus of ENFC ¼ 35
GPa (Fig. 5a). This suggests that the elastic behavior of the
studied nanocomposites and nanopapers is ruled by micro-
structures and elementary deformation micro-mechanisms
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016



Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction patterns of nanocomposite films and nano-
papers oriented perpendicular (left column) or parallel (right column)
to the X-ray beam, for various NFC contents f. In the right column, the
films are vertical with respect to the XRD patterns. The arrows indicate
the direction of the X-ray beam.

Fig. 5 (a) Evolution of the elastic modulus E as a function of the
nanofiber content f. The lines show the predictions of Cox's model for
different values of NFC elastic moduli. (b) Normalized dynamic tensile
modulus E0/E0313 K as a function of the temperature at 1 Hz for various
NFC-reinforced nanocomposites. The inset shows the evolution of the
ratio E0350 K/E0313 K as a function of f.

Paper RSC Advances
different from those assumed in Cox's theory. Indeed, in the
model proposed by Cox,31 each ber is straight and assumed to
extend elastically from one side of the network to the other
(elastic innite bars), carrying only axial load and without
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
interacting with neighboring bers. As mentioned in the
introduction, it is important to notice that the other well-known
micromechanical models would also result in too low values of
ENFC, tending to prove that their assumptions do not t the
micromechanics of NFC networks in nanocomposites and
nanopapers.28

The DMA curves in Fig. 5b provide evidence of the progres-
sive thermal stabilization of the PEO matrix for T > Tm ¼ 338 K
with increasing the NFC content. The PEO matrix exhibited the
typical behavior of a so thermoplastic polymer: the dynamic
modulus E0 decreased with increasing temperature T before
suddenly collapsing close to the melting temperature Tm ¼
338 K. Above this temperature the matrix exhibited a uid-like
behavior. The nanocomposites displayed a very different
mechanical response: for T < Tm, the dynamic modulus E0 was
almost constant and then slightly decreased at T ¼ Tm before
reaching a second plateau for T [ Tm. In this situation, the
material exhibited a solid-like behavior and did not ow even at
very high temperature. This peculiar behavior is inherent to
nanocomposites that are reinforced with a sufficient amount of
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271 | 47263
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cellulosic nanobers and is usually attributed to the presence of
a continuous rigid network of NFCs connected via cohesive
hydrogen bonds.23 Hence, cohesive bonds between NFCs greatly
contribute to the overall elastic response of the considered
nanocomposites and nanopapers, even for low NFC contents.
4 Theory

From the experimental data gathered in the previous section
and the difficulty of standard micromechanical models to
predict the elastic behavior of NFC-based nanocomposites and
nanopapers, we propose a novel analytical network model for
the mechanics of these materials. The network model was built
on several assumptions related both to the brous NFC archi-
tectures (Subsection 4.1) and deformation mechanisms at the
NFC scale (Subsection 4.2). These elements were implemented
in a theoretical upscaling technique (Subsection 4.3) in which
additional kinematical assumptions were stated to obtain
a compact and analytical estimate (Section 4.4).
4.1 Microstructure idealization

To draw a relevant picture of the NFC networks in the consid-
ered nanocomposites and nanopapers, the NFC geometrical
parameters determined in Section 3, i.e. d, l, nseg, lseg, and qseg,
were used in a numerical microstructure generation process
similar to that reported by Martöıa et al.43 Each tortuous
nanober with i center of mass Gi was rst randomly positioned
in a representative elementary volume of size V ¼ 1400 � 1400
� 1400 nm3. Following this procedure, various brous networks
with various nanober contents f were generated with 3D
random orientation of the nanobers. Then, to mimic realistic
planar NFC networks, each generated volume was numerically
subjected to a simple compression test along the e3-direction.
The evolution of the mean orientation vector pi of each NFC i
that progressively aligned in the (e1, e2)-plane was computed by
solving a modied Jeffery's equation until a nearly planar NFC
orientation was reached.56 Fig. 6b shows an example of a typical
idealized NFC network that was generated using this procedure
(f ¼ 0.01). This gure also shows the stereographic projection
(pole gure of orientation) of vectors pi. In accordance with the
XRD patterns shown in Fig. 4, the pole gure reveals the near-
random distribution of the nanobers along the (e1, e2)-plane.
It is worth noting that other brous architectures (random,
unidirectional with or without clustering) could also be ob-
tained using this generation procedure.

The connectivity of the generated NFC networks was then
assessed using a deterministic methodology based on a so-
core approach similar to that adopted in the statistical tube-
model.61 A cylindrical control volume U of size V ¼ plsegd

2

centered on the centerline of the segment k belonging to
a nanober i was dened. Each nanober segments l that
belonged to a nanober j, the centerline of which intersected
the control volume U, was added to the connectivity set of
“hydrogen” bonds Bh contained in the representative volumeU.
We checked that this generation procedure yielded the predic-
tion of the analytical tube model for straight nanobers (qseg ¼
47264 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271
0). In this case, the tube model prediction of the ber coordi-
nation number Zh, i.e., the number of NFC bonds h per NFC, is

Zh ¼ 4f

�
2

p
rF1 þ F2 þ 1

�
; (1)

where the discrete expressions for the orientation functions F1

and F2 are dened as follows:

F1 ¼ 1

N2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

kpi5pjk and F2 ¼ 1

N2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

��pi$pj��; (2)

where N is the number of NFCs in the representative volume.
Our numerical results revealed that the mean coordination

number of the tortuous NFC Zh could be well predicted
analytically using eqn (1) with the orientation functions F1 and
F2 calculated from the unit tangent vectors of the NFC
segments (Fig. 6a). Regardless of the nanober content, Fig. 6c
shows that themean coordination number of the tortuous NFCs
Zh (continuous line) was slightly higher (z8%) than that ex-
pected for straight nanobers (dashed line).

Some numerical studies62 showed that a critical number of
contacts Zh z 5 is required to form fully connected planar
networks without disjointed substructures. It is interesting to
note that due to the pronounced slenderness of NFCs, i.e., r ¼
300, Zh was signicantly higher than 5 for the investigated range
of NFC contents: Zh increased drastically from 16 for f z 0.03
up to Zh z 490 in pure NFC nanopapers. This increase was in
accordance with the evolution of the DMA curves (Fig. 5b),
which showed the potential network-induced thermal stabili-
zation of the polymer matrix. Thus, the considered NFC-based
nanocomposites and nanopapers are highly connected brous
materials in which contact micromechanics is a crucial
parameter in the theoretical modeling (see below).
4.2 Micromechanical assumptions

From the previous experimental and numerical data, the elas-
ticity of the NFC-based nanocomposites and nanopapers was
interpreted in light of the NFC network mechanics, assuming
that their properties were mainly governed by the brous
architectures and their mechanics. This assumption was sup-
ported by the following observations:

� In the elastic domain, the mechanics of the NFC networks
was weakly affected by the presence of the polymer matrix (see
the previous comments in the introduction related to the study
of Bulota et al.54).

� The elastic properties of the nanocomposites were, for
a wide range of NFC contents (at least for f > 0.3), weakly
affected by the temperature (even well beyond the melting
temperature of the polymer matrix, Fig. 5b).

Therefore, to study the mechanics of the NFC networks and,
consequently, the mechanics of the nanocomposites with
equivalent nanober contents, it was assumed that NFCs were
slender and kinked beams consisting of an average of nseg ¼ 7
straight and mostly crystalline rods linked by short less orga-
nized or damaged regions.42 This idealization of the NFC
geometry was supported by the study of Nishiyama et al.,63 who
reported, using small-angle neutron diffraction, that ramie
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016



Fig. 6 (a) Idealized representation of interacting NFCs and zoom on an interaction bond. (b) Example of an idealized NFC network with a low
nanofiber content f ¼ 0.01 and with random planar orientation. The mean orientation vectors pi of each tortuous NFC i were represented using
a stereographic projection along the e2 direction. (c) Evolution of the mean coordination numbers Zh as a function of the NFC volume fraction f

for fibrous networks of tortuous NFCs (continuous line). The dashed line is the prediction for straight nanofibers. The inset (on the right side)
shows the evolution of the inter-contact distance l ¼ l/(1 + Zh) as a function of the NFC volume fraction f. The histogram in inset shows that the
NFC–NFC bonds were uniformly distributed along the NFC length.
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brils exhibited quasi-periodic ordered-disordered regions
along their length. The authors also revealed that the length of
the ordered zones lc was close to 150 nm (lc z 167 nm in the
bril model in Fig. 6a). Accounting for the previously
mentioned remarks, each kink (noted ba in the following
paragraphs) with a length la z d was assumed to be an amor-
phous or disordered cellulose region. Hence, kinks (Fig. 6a)
were assigned amean elastic modulus of Eaz 5 GPa (ref. 64–66)
and, assuming a Poisson ratio of n¼ 0.3, a mean shear modulus
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
of Ga z 1.9 GPa. In contrast, the rods with a length lc z 167 nm
(Fig. 6a) were assumed to be ordered regions with a high crys-
tallinity.19 Thus, accounting for the theoretical evaluations and
experimental measurements dedicated to cellulose crystals66–69

that gave a longitudinal modulus of 150 GPa and a transverse
modulus of 50 GPa, the semicrystalline rods of length lc z 167
nm (Fig. 6a) were assigned, using the rule of mixture, a mean
longitudinal elastic modulus of Elc z 120 GPa, a mean trans-
verse modulus of Etc z 40 GPa and, assuming a transverse
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271 | 47265
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Poisson ratio of n z 0.3, a mean transverse shear modulus of
Gt
c z 19 GPa. These estimates are in agreement with the

predictions of the elastic properties of the semicrystalline parts
of cellulose nanobrils using ne scale numerical simula-
tion,66,69,70 showing that the contrast between the shear modulus
of disordered and ordered regions is at least of one order of
magnitude.

It has already been reported in many theoretical and
numerical studies dealing with the mechanics of papers71 and
NFC nanopapers27 that the elastic deformations of the ber-to-
ber bond regions also play signicant roles in their elasticity.
In accordance with these studies, it was assumed that NFCs
were connected through rod–rod elastic bonds bh (Fig. 6a).

While subjecting such idealized NFC networks (Fig. 6b) to
macroscopic mechanical loadings, each inter-contact NFC
segment could be stretched, sheared, bent and twisted.72 Like-
wise, at f¼ 0.5, the length l of the semicrystalline rod segments
and the length la of kinks were practically equal (Fig. 6c). Thus,
as the elastic properties of the semicrystalline rod segments
were ten times higher than those of amorphous regions, it was
reasonable to assume that their deformation was negligible
compared with that of amorphous kinks. At higher NFC
contents, this assumption was even more valid because the
length of the semicrystalline rod segments decreased (Fig. 6c),
and consequently, their stiffness increased. Thus, at least for f
$ 0.5, the micromechanics was reduced to the problem of
quasi-rigid beams, namely, the semicrystalline rodlike
segments linked by amorphous kinks or bonds ba and hydrogen
bonds bh in each NFC–NFC contact zone. This scenario will be
adopted in the following section. Below f ¼ 0.5, its validity
becomes questionable.

Under such circumstances, when the considered brous
networks were subjected to a macroscopic displacement
gradient VU, the innitesimal displacement uMk k of a pointMk of
a rod k (belonging to a nanober i) located at a curvilinear
abscissa sk from its center of mass Gk along the rod centerline of
tangent unit vector pk (GkMk ¼ skpk) was written as follows:

uMk
k ¼ uk + skwk � pk, (3)

where uk is the innitesimal displacement of Gk and wk the
rotation of the rod k.

The displacements and rotation of the rods induced the
deformation of both the kinks ba and the rod–rod bonds bh.
Hence, it is assumed that the deformations of bonds ba and bh
mainly induced shear reaction forces fa and fh and reaction
moments ma and mh, respectively. Phenomenological generic
linear expressions for fa andma (where the subscript “a” stands
either for kink bonds “a” or rod–rod contact bonds “h”) were
proposed as follows:

fa ¼ KaDua, (4)

and

ma ¼ K0
aDwa, (5)
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with Dua and Dwa the innitesimal relative displacement and
rotation of the connected rods k and l:

Dua ¼ uk � ul + Dwa � (skpk � slpl), (6)

Dwa ¼ wk � wl. (7)

The translational Ka and rotational K0
a bond stiffnesses were

assumed to be linear and quadratic functions of the represen-
tative descriptors of the bond cross sections Sa (Ka¼ kaSa and Ka

¼ k0aSa
2), respectively. A suitable descriptor of Sa is typically

pd2/4, i.e., the cross sectional circular area of the amorphous
kinks, whereas Sb is oen considered to be proportional to
the rhomb surface73,74 dened by the projection of the
connected rods (k and l) onto the normal plane of the bonding
zone d2/pk � pl.

Hence, by introducing Ba
k , i.e., the set of bonds ba of rod k,

the momentum balance that governs the quasi-static motion of
a given rod k was expressed as follows:74,75X

Ba
k

fa þ
X
Bh
k

fh ¼ 0

X
Ba
k

ma þ
X
Bh
k

mh ¼
X
Ba
k

sakfa � pk þ
X
Bh
k

shkfh � pk
:

8>>><
>>>:

(8)

4.3 Theoretical upscaling

There is a close analogy between the micromechanical problem
presented in the above section and that developed by Le Corre
et al.74,75 to model the rheology of highly concentrated ber
bundle suspensions with planar bundle orientation and New-
tonian bundle–bundle interactions. To be convinced of this, the
present elastic interactions ba and the innitesimal displace-
ment and rotation elds of the rods could be replaced by the
viscous interactions and the translational and rotational
velocity elds of the bundles in the suspensions that were
studied by Le Corre et al.74,75 To study the nature and the
properties of the equivalent continuous medium related to this
type of micromechanics, the authors used the homogenization
method for discrete structures with multiscale asymptotic
expansions.76 They showed74,76 that, under good scale separa-
tion conditions, i.e. when the macroscale size of the studied
brous materials was much larger than the ber length (this
condition is largely fullled with the investigated nano-
composites), the local reaction forces fa typically kept their
generic form (eqn (4)). In addition, the relative innitesimal
displacement Dua in eqn (6) could be approximated at the rst
order by

Dua z duk � dul + VU$xa + wl � slpl � wk � skpk, (9)

where duk and dul are the rst order displacement uctuations
around the macroscopic displacement eld U and where
xa ¼ GkGl ¼ skpk � slpl.

The homogenization method74,76 also showed that, under
these conditions, the equivalent macroscale continuum is
a standard Cauchy medium with a macroscale symmetric stress
tensor s that takes the following generic discrete form:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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s ¼ 1

V

X
Ba
k

xa5fa þ 1

V

X
Bh
k

xh5fh; (10)

where V is the volume of the representative elementary volume.
By introducing Ba/V¼ nsegnz

a/2, the number of a-bonds per unit
volume and n the number of nanobers per unit volume N/V (za

is the number of bonds ba per segment), s can be nally
expressed as follows:

s ¼ kaz
a pd

2nsegn

8

1

Ba

X
Ba
k

xa5Dua

þ khz
h d

2nsegn

2

1

Bh

X
Bh
k

1

kpk � plk xh5Duh: (11)

Still using the homogenization method,74,76 it was shown
that the rst order uctuations duk and wk are linear functions
of the macroscale displacement gradient VU and that s is
a linear function of the macroscale strain tensor 3 ¼ (VU + VUt)/
2:

s ¼ (Ca + C
h):3, (12)

where C
a and C

h are the symmetric macroscopic elastic stiff-
ness tensors related to kink bonds and segment–segment
bonds, respectively.
4.4 Analytical estimates

Two strategies can be used to estimate the value of the
components of the stiffness tensors, C

a and C
h. The rst

strategy would consist in solving, e.g., using discrete element
simulations,75,77 the mechanical equilibrium of the representa-
tive elementary volumes, such as that shown in Fig. 2b, when
subjected to macroscopic displacement gradients VU. The
second strategy, which was used in this study, led to analytical
estimates of Ca and C

h from additional assumptions both on
the NFC nanostructures and kinematics. These assumptions
are described below:

� It was assumed that eqn (1) gave a proper prediction of the
mean coordination number Zh. It was also assumed that the
segment–segment bonds were uniformly distributed along the
NFC length, so that zh ¼ Zh/nseg (see the inset in Fig. 6c). In
addition, za was easily deduced from nseg: z

a ¼ 2(nseg � 1)/nseg.
� The two terms inside the summation of eqn (11) were

assumed to be weakly correlated, so that 1/kpk � plk was
extracted from the summation and approximated by its mean
value 1=kpk � pl‖:

Sh ¼ d2

kpk � plk
z

d2

41

(13)

where 41 ¼
1

Nseg
2

XNseg

k¼1

XNseg

l¼1

kpk5plk with Nseg ¼ nsegN.

� The innitesimal displacement eld uk of rod k was
assumed to be an affine function of the macroscopic displace-
ment gradient VU. This assumption led to neglecting the rst
right-hand term in the expression of Dua, i.e., duk � dul z 0. By
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
performing discrete element simulations to compute the
effective elastic properties of papers, Marulier77 showed that
this approximation practically led to the same results.

� The rotation of the rod k noted wk � pk was assumed to
follow that subjected by the macroscale transformation. This
can be expressed as follows:

wk � pk ¼ VU$pk � pk5pk5pk:3. (14)

Thus, accounting for the two previous assumptions, Dua was
rewritten:

Dua ¼ (skpk5pk5pk � slpl5pl5pl):3. (15)

Finally, aer some analytical developments, detailed in
Appendix, a simple and compact analytical estimate of the
stiffness tensor C ¼ C

a + C
h was obtained:

ℂ ¼
�
ka

p

8

�
nseg � 1

�þ khZ
h 1

1241

�
1� nseg

Zh

��
nd2lseg

2
A; (16)

where A is the fourth-order rod orientation tensor dened as78:

A ¼ 1

Nseg

XNseg

k¼1

pk5pk5pk5pk: (17)

In particular, when nanopapers and nanocomposites are
subjected to a tensile loading, eqn (16) led to the following
expression of the Young's modulus E:

E ¼
�
ka

p

8

�
nseg � 1

�

þ khZ
h 1

1241

�
1� nseg

Zh

��
nd2lseg

2

�
A1111 � A2211

A2222

A1122

�
; (18)

where A1111, A2211, A2222 and A1122 are the components of the
fourth-order orientation tensor that are determined using
the numerical microstructure generation process presented in
Subsection 4.1.

Eqn (18) shows the role played by the NFC geometry (lseg, d,
nseg), content (n¼ 4f/(d2l)), and orientation (A, 41) as well as the
key role played by the bond stiffnesses (ka, kh) on the macroscale
elastic modulus of NFC-based nanocomposites and nano-
papers. It also shows the importance of having a relevant
representation of the NFC nanostructures to properly estimate
the connectivity Zh (Section 4.1).
5 Model prediction and discussion

To complete the description of the NFC geometry and archi-
tecture, the bond stiffnesses ka and kh were the only remaining
parameters of the model to be determined. A rst order esti-
mate of the shear stiffness of the kinks ka is Ga/la. By intro-
ducing this estimate into eqn (19), the macroscale amorphous
contribution Ea to the overall Young's modulus E was estimated.
This contribution is shown in Fig. 7. Similarly, with the
knowledge of Ea, the bond stiffness kh was estimated from the
best t of the overall Young's modulus E to the experimental
data. We found that kh ¼ 7.44 � 1015 N m�3. This led to the
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 47258–47271 | 47267
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macroscale contribution Eh plotted in Fig. 7 from which several
important remarks can be drawn.

� A nice t of the experimental data was obtained using the
analytical estimate of the elastic modulus E of nanocomposites
and nanopapers (eqn (18)). Surprisingly, the model prediction
was still satisfactory below the model validity domain, i.e.,
below f ¼ 0.5.

� The model prediction shows that the kinks played an
important role in the elasticity of the studied NFC nano-
composites and nanopapers. In the validity domain of the
model, i.e., above f ¼ 0.5, Ea represents 98% to 73% of E as the
NFC content varied from 0.5 to 0.9. In addition, Ea increased
linearly with f. This trend can be explained from eqn (16)
because Ea is a linear function of n ¼ 4f/(d2l).

� The contribution of NFC–NFC bonds to the elastic prop-
erties was lower but could not be neglected. The contribution Eh
to the elastic modulus E was a power-law function of f with an
exponent of 2. As shown in eqn (16), Eh is a function of nZh,
where n and Zh are both linear functions of the nanober
content f.

� The value of kh led to an overall bond stiffness Kh ¼ 0.09 N
m�1. This estimate was compared with the stiffness K*

h that
would correspond to a full and perfect bonding region with
typical size �Sh. A reasonable estimate of K*

h ¼ Gt
cd ¼ 62 N m�1

was obtained by considering the simple shear of such perfect
bonding region between the centerlines of two contacting NFCs.
The origin of the important difference between Kh and K*

h could
be related to the irregular geometry42 of bonds, as NFCs do not
exhibit rectangular cross sections. As already been observed in
other cellulose brous materials,45,79 the effective bonding area
can be much smaller than �Sh. For example, by closely analyzing
the 3D microstructures of unbeaten bleached sowood papers,
Fig. 7 Young's modulus E of the fabricated films as a function of the
NFC content f. The continuous red line shows the prediction of the
micromechanical model stated in eqn (18). The other black lines
represent the contributions that are induced by the kink bonds Ea
(dash-dotted line) and NFC–NFC bonds Eh (continuous line). The fits
were obtained using an equivalent bond stiffness of 7.44� 1015 Nm�3.
The mean experimental values were assigned a relative deviation of
15%. The grey dashed lines are the prediction of Cox's model.
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Marulier et al.45,76 showed that the effective bond surface area
was approximately 10% of the full contact area �Sh. Another
origin of this discrepancy could result from inefficient physi-
cochemical bonding mechanisms at the interfaces between
contacting NFCs,38,77. These two scenarios could be coupled.
Additional ne scale observations and characterizations as well
as molecular dynamics simulations would contribute to a better
understanding of the potential mechanisms at the origin of this
discrepancy.

� Further, the signicance the NFC–NFC bond stiffness kh
was investigated in regards of the stored energy per unit surface
area Eh in the bonds. This energy was roughly estimated as

Eh z
1
2
khDu2; where D�u is the average relative displacement in

the bond region between two interacting NFCs. It was estimated

from eqn (15) as follows Duz
�
lseg
4

�2

32 with 3 the tensile

macroscopic tensile strain. Hence, by considering a tensile
strain at breakage of 3r z 4% for the nanopaper, Eh was
approximately 0.2 � 10�22 kJ nm�2. As reported in the litera-
ture, the energy at breakage of paper bonds between cellulose
bers80,81 or between model cellulose lms82 ranges between 0.5

� 10�22 kJ nm�2 and 1� 10�22 kJ nm�2. These bonds are brittle

and thus these energies at breakage can be considered to
roughly correspond to elastic energies, showing that our esti-
mate for the stiffness of NFC–NFC bond properties is
reasonable.

� The stiffness of the amorphous zone ka was estimated by
assuming that shear was the main deformation mechanism
that occurred in these zones and that their effective cross
section was close to Sa. These assumptions have to be regarded
carefully because the deformation mechanisms and kink
nanostructures could be extremely complex.42,83 Once again,
ne scale experimental characterization83 and molecular
dynamics simulations84,85 would enable a proper understanding
of the geometry and mechanics of kinks.
6 Conclusion

The objective of this study was to relate the macroscale elasticity
of NFC-reinforced polymer nanocomposites and NFC nano-
papers to their complex nanostructures and deformation
mechanisms. Nanocomposite lms made of TEMPO-oxidized
NFCs and a water soluble polymer matrix of polyethylene
oxide (PEO) were fabricated by casting with various NFC
contents that ranged from 0 to 100 wt%. The nanostructure of
the nanocomposites was studied using AFM, TEM, SEM-FEG
and XRD, showing that NFCs formed intricate planar brous
networks, in agreement with the literature data. Tensile tests
showed that their elastic moduli increased linearly as a function
of the nanober content f. In addition, DMA tests showed
a progressive thermal stabilization of the polymer matrix with
increasing NFC content. This particular thermomechanical
behavior was attributed to the presence of a continuous and
rigid network of NFC connected through cohesive hydrogen
bonds.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Therefore, to better understand the nanostructure of NFC
nanocomposites and nanopapers, we rst proposed an ideal-
ized nanobril model built from several geometrical parameters
that were estimated using TEM images. In particular, NFCs were
described as kinked and slender nanobers with alternating
rodlike semicrystalline segments linked by short less organized
regions. A numerical generator of NFC networks was used to
obtain realistic elementary volumes of planar nanostructures
with randomly oriented NFCs. This procedure enabled several
suitable descriptors of NFC-based materials to be determined.
For example, in the experimental range of NFC contents, i.e.,
0.03# f# 0.92, the mean coordination number of the tortuous
NFCs Zh was shown to range between 16 and 490, suggesting
that the micromechanics of NFC–NFC bonds have to be
considered for proper modeling of the mechanical properties of
these materials.

In this context, an original multiscale model was developed
to predict the elastic properties of NFC nanocomposites and
nanopapers, in which the shear of NFC–NFC bonds and kink
bonds in NFC-based materials was the governing deformation
mode. In this approach, the deformation was assumed to be
localized at the numerous NFC–NFC interfaces between NFCs
and in the less organized NFC regions, whereas the semi-
crystalline NFC regions were considered to be rigid bodies
because of their high intrinsic stiffness compared with the kink
zones. Furthermore, the role of the polymer matrix was
reasonably neglected. The upscaling approach was based on the
theoretical framework of the homogenization with multiscale
asymptotic expansions for discrete structures. A compact and
simple analytical expression for the stiffness tensor of NFC
nanocomposites and nanopapers was established. The local
stiffness of the kink bond regions and the NFC–NFC bonds were
determined using the experimental database and the numeri-
cally generated NFC nanostructures. The results showed the
predominant role played by the amorphous or damaged kinks
on the elastic properties. The contribution of the NFC–NFC
bonds was signicant for the highest NFC contents. The NFC–
NFC bond stiffness was very low compared with the theoretical
estimate of this property, assuming a simple shear of a perfect
bonding region between contacting NFCs. Irregular and partial
bonding surface areas as well as poor physicochemical inter-
facial bonding mechanisms could explain these low values.

The developed original modeling approach provides a prac-
tical framework and offers new possibilities for optimizing the
structural, mechanical properties of NFC nanopapers and NFC
nanocomposites. Furthermore, the developed approach could
easily be extended to the prediction of the mechanical and
physical properties, e.g. the thermal or electrical properties, of
a broad family of nanopapers and nanocomposites reinforced
with nanobers, such as carbon nanotubes, or graphene.86–88

However, it would be very interesting to verify the relevance
of the approach using for instance other model systems (e.g.,
highly crystalline NFCs produced from bacteria, algae or tuni-
cates, monodisperse carbon nanotubes) or varying the overall
orientation of nanobers within the polymer matrix.41 In addi-
tion, the model could be rened with further experimental
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
investigation and simulations to improve the description of the
geometry83,89 and mechanics85 of NFCs and NFC–NFC bonds.
Appendix

Accounting for all the assumptions stated in Section 4.4, the
macroscale stress tensor s eqn (11) could easily be expressed as
follows:

s ¼
�
kaz

a pd
2nsegn

8

�
B

a
1 þ B

a
2

�þ khz
h d

2nsegn

241

�
B

h
1 þ B

h
2

��
: 3;

(19)

where 8>>>>><
>>>>>:

B
a
1 ¼ 1

Ba

X
Nseg

X
Ba
k

sk
2pk5pk5pk5pk

B
a
2 ¼ 1

Ba

X
Nseg

X
Ba
k

skslpl5pk5pk5pk

; (20)

The case of the rod–rod bonds bh was considered separately
from the case of amorphous kink bonds ba, to simplify the
expression of the tensors Ba

i .
Case of rod–rod bonds bh

By assuming that rod–rod bonds were uniformly distributed
along the rod length (see inset in Fig. 6(c)), the following
discrete sums can be written:908>>>><

>>>>:

P
Bh
k

sk
2 z zh

lseg
2

12

�
1� 1

zh

�

P
Bh
k

sk z 0

: (21)

Then, by assuming that sk and sl are uncorrelated, the
expressions of Bh

1 and B
h
2 are

8><
>:

B
h
1 z

lseg
2

6

�
1� 1

zh

�
A

B
h
2 z 0

; (22)

where A is the fourth-order rod orientation tensor dened in
eqn (17). These two relations were validated using the micro-
structure generator.
Case of amorphous kink bonds ba

In this particular case, bonds are systematically located at the
extremities of the rods, so that

ck, sk
2 ¼ lseg

2/4, (23)

and

X
Ba
k

sk
2 z za

lseg
2

4
and B

a
1 z

lseg
2

2
A; (24)
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and we also checked that B
a
2 z 0 using the microstructure

generator.
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